We consider the situation where a Riemannian manifold Mn can be isometrically immersed into spaces JVn+1(c) and A/n+*(c) with constant curvatures c < c, q < n -3, and show that this implies the existence, at each point p 6 M, of an umbilic subspace Up C TPM, for both immersions, with dim Up > n -q. In particular, if Mn can be isometrically immersed as a hypersurface into two spaces of distinct constant curvatures, Mn is conformally flat.
1. Introduction. Up C TPM with dimC/g > n -1. We will prove the following local theorem.
(1.2) THEOREM. Let Mn be a Riemannian manifold. Assume that Mn can be isometrically immersed in both Mn+1(c) and 7Wn+1(c), c > c, q < n -3. Then, for each p G M, there exists an umbilic subspace Up C TPM of both immersions with dim Up > n -q. Mn is conformally flat.
(1.4) REMARK. Corollary (1.3) is, in a certain sense, the strongest restriction that can be expected under its hypothesis. In fact, it can be shown [1] that if an immersion x: Mn -* Mn+1(c) of a differentiable manifold Mn induces on Mn a general conformally flat Riemannian metric, then, with such a metric, Mn can be isometrically immersed into a Mn"+"1(c), for any c < c.
(1.5) REMARK. The bound on the dimension of Up given by Theorem (1.2) is sharp as shown by the following example. Let n > 3 and let Mn = 5"-2 X R2 be the Riemannian product of the sphere S"-2 of curvature one with the euclidean space R2. As the first immersion x%: Mn -► ñ""1"1, take the product immersion of the canonical embedding ¿n_i : S"-2 C Rn~l with the identity map R2 C R2. To define the second immersion, consider the map f:R2-*R4 obtained by composing the immersion of R2 as a flat torus in S\ with ¿4 : S\ C R4-By taking the product immersion in-i X /: S™-2 Xfl2-* Pn+3, it is easily checked that in-1 X f(Sn~2 X R3) is contained in a sphere of radius, say, 1/Vc, of P™+3. This gives an immersion x2: Mn -*, 5"+2, and clearly there exists, for all p G M, an umbilic subspace Up = TP(S^~2) of both immersions, with dimCp = n -2.
(1.6) REMARK. As the proof of Theorem (1.2) will show, we actually obtain that dim Up > n -I, where I < q is the dimension of the first normal space at p of the second immersion.
By imposing further restrictions on the immersions of Corollary (1.3) we can characterize those Riemannian metrics that will arise there.
(1.7) CORLLLARY. Let Mn be as in the hypothesis of Corollary (1.3). Assume further that the first immersion has constant mean curvature H and that the second immersion has constant mean curvature H. Then Mn is either a space of constant curvature Mn(a) or a Riemannian product Mn~1(a) X R-PROOF OF (1.7). Let ei,...,en be an orthonormal basis of TPM such that t\,..., en_i is a basis for the umbilic subspace Up C TPM of both immersions given by Theorem (1.2). Relative to such a basis, let X, p (resp. ß, 7) be the eigenvalues of the second fundamental form of the first (resp. second) immersion. From Gauss' equations, we easily see that the fact that H and H are constant implies that X and p are also constant. The result follows from Ryan [3, p. 373].
2. Proof of Theorem (1.2). hence, by setting 7"/X¿ == lf/^j = cq> we obtain from (2.6) that 2~2aca = *■ Finally, since (ca7")/X¿ = c2, we obtain that X¿ = yjQ cQ7" and this proves Lemma (2.5). 
